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Name

Directions: Follow the instructions on the second page.

GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS OF NORTH AMERICA
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KEY



GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS OF NORTH AMERICA
1. Use a crayon or colored pencil to shade in each region of North America with a

different color. Press lightly when coloring the regions so you can still see the printed

lines beneath your colors.

2. Draw a compass rose in the empty box on the map.

3. Color the first box in the key to match the color you chose for the Coastal Range to

the far west. Then, on the line beside the box, write the words “Coastal Range.”

4. Complete the key to your map by repeating the procedure for the rest of the

regions. It will help you learn and remember their locations if you list the regions from

west to east across the continent.

5. Use the map of North America in the reference section of your textbook to help you

label the parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude.

6. Create a sentence/phrase below using the first letter of the regions from west to east

across North America. Make the sentence or phrase something that is personal to you.

Include a family member or friend as one of the words to help you remember it later.

For example: Can Bill Remember Girls In Carolina Are Cute?

C Coastal Range

B Basin and Range

R Rocky Mountain

G Great Plains

I Interior Lowlands

C Canadian Shield

A Appalachian Mountains

C Coastal Plains

From now on, when you are asked to label a map of North America, use your sentence

to remember the sequence of the regions from west to east.
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